Mini Windmills Class Pack

Activity Guide

Materials for 30 Mini Windmills
or 30 Students

Grades
• 2–3

Concepts
• Energy and Transformations

Time required
• 45 minutes to 1 hour

Objectives
At the end of the lesson, students will:

• Forces and Motion

• Know the fundamental parts of a windmill

• Engineering, Art, and Design

• Be able to use the scientific method to isolate and adjust
variables in a model windmill

• Collecting and Interpreting Data
• Using Basic Tools
• Math

• Understand energy conversions and transfers, and how
a windmill converts moving air into usable mechanical
energy
• Have constructed a functional windmill that lifts weights
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Your REcharge Labs Classroom Kit
The materials enclosed in this kit will help you bring engaging lessons about
renewable energy into your classroom. Consider attending a REcharge
Training, if you haven’t already done so, to enhance your experience using
these materials.

About REcharge Labs
We believe that responsible and informed students of today will become our
innovative renewable energy leaders of tomorrow. At REcharge Labs, our
mission is to provide the resources to encourage this generation of informed
thinkers, involved doers, and curious life-long learners.
REcharge Labs provide everything you need to teach renewable energy.
• Professional development workshops that prepare you to teach fun,
hands-on project-based wind and solar activities.
• Scalable activities for different age groups and time frames.
• Kits and resources that fit educational
standards and your budget.
We recommend attending a REcharge Lab training
workshop to enhance your experience using these
kits.
REcharge Labs was born out of programming from
the KidWind Project, and relies upon KidWind’s
resources and history to carry out its work. KidWind
has been a leader in renewable energy education
for over a decade. REcharge Labs, like KidWind,
continues to be committed to bringing affordable,
hands-on applications of our materials to teachers
and students worldwide.

A note on reproduction
Reproduction of this activity guide and associated
kit is prohibited except for student use in the
classroom. For permission to copy portions or all
of this material for other purposes, please contact
REcharge Labs at info@rechargelabs.org.

Find kits and sign up for training workshops at

www.rechargelabs.org
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Materials

Blades

The illustration to the left is an example of the Mini Windmill
the students will be building. The students will mainly be
problem-solving and performing tests on the blade portion of
the windmill. Paper plates are perfect for blade material, but
anything that catches the wind can be used, like paper cups,
card stock, and cardboard. If you have more than 45 minutes,
we strongly encourage you to supplement additional blade
making material to introduce even more variables for your
students to work with.

Hub

Driveshaft

Weightlifting

Blades

Hub

Drivetrain

Attachments

Weightlifting

Paper plates

Foam cylinder

Skewers

Duct tape

String

Straws

Foam stickers

Cup
Washer

You will need to supply the following materials:
• 20” x 20” standard box fans
• Ruler
• Pencil
• Scissors
• Alternative blade materials such as card stock, cardboard, paper cups,
etc. Anything that catches the wind will work!
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Topics for Discussion and Activity Integration
Forces and Motion
People use many kinds of forces to put objects into motion. Playing catch, swinging on a swing set, or riding a
bike are ways that we use force to push and pull things to achieve motion. There are also forces constantly acting
upon us that affect our movement, like wind, a hill, or something pushing or pulling us, like a dog on a leash.
These forces cause us to slow down, speed up, or stop completely. Learning about forces and motion will help
us understand how things work, and can help us understand how to make things work better in order to solve a
problem. Students will gain a better understanding of forces and motion by testing a construction that moves with
the wind.

Wind Power
Through experience, students are clearly very familiar with the wind and what it can do. They may not know where
wind comes from, but they have seen how it can be helpful to society (kites, sailboats, windmills) and how it can be
destructive (tornados, hurricanes). In this activity guide, we hope to show you some ways that we can harness the
wind to do useful work in our daily lives (move objects, lift objects, etc.).
We understand that you may have a limited time to do these activities but when discussing wind power there are
two important topics that may intersect with your exploration of this subject: energy and climate change. Below we
offer some very brief guidance in talking with your students about these concepts.

Energy
When we are dealing with moving air molecules, gliding sail cars, rotating windmills, and turbines, we are exploring
energy and the transformation of energy between different forms. While there are formal definitions of energy,
such as the ability to do work, young (and older) students struggle with many of the basic concepts.
Young students understand energy from experience and not from textbooks and have a number of preconceptions
about the topic. If you ask students to describe energy, you may hear the following concepts:
• Energy is a fuel that does work.
• Energy is linked to moving things.
• Energy is needed for living things to survive.
• Energy can move around in wires or be stored in a battery.
• Energy can be changed into different kinds of energy.
We are not worried about formal definitions of energy, understanding all the forms and sources, or technical
aspects of energy transformations, although they can be easily incorporated into this lesson. It would be great if at
the end of our activities students understand the following about energy:
• Energy is found in motion (and maybe light, heat, sound);
• Wind is the motion of air and has energy;
• The energy in the wind can be transferred to objects to make them move or rotate;
• We can use that movement or rotation to do useful work (make a car move, lift a weight or light a bulb)
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Climate Change
When discussing wind power, one question that may come up is: why should we harness wind power to generate
electricity? This is a very good question. It provides you an opportunity to discuss the delicate path we must walk
between balancing our need for energy and the impact that generating electricity has on the climate.
Students of almost any age will be able to tell you something accurate about the weather. However, discussions
about climate, and climate change, are more complex, and these conversations are probably more appropriate for
students 3rd grade and above.
The first thing we can help students understand is that there is a big difference between weather and climate.
• Weather is the day-to-day state of atmospheric conditions like “Will it be hot tomorrow?”
• Climate is the weather of a place averaged over a period of time, often 30–40 years.
If young students can understand the difference between these two concepts, this will go a long way toward helping
them understanding climate change as they become advanced students.
Discussing climate change can sometimes make students feel helpless. What can we do about such a big problem?
While we do not want to scare students, we can tell them that scientists have discovered that our climate is
changing in ways that may be different than in the past, and that on average, the planet is warming faster than it
ever has throughout history.
Connecting climate change to electricity can be even more complicated. Most young students, and even older
students and adults, do not know where or how their electricity is generated, but this can be a fun conversation!
Currently, most of the electricity we consume in the US comes indirectly from burning fuel, such as coal or natural
gas. These fuels are combusted to heat water, make steam, and drive a turbine which generates electricity that
comes to our house over wires. The burning of these fuels generates CO2 and pollution.
Most students understand that when we burn things, it creates smoke or pollution. We can ask students what
they think could happen if there was a lot of pollution and tell students that the pollution created from electrical
generation releases gases that are causing temperatures to increase over time. These temperature changes can
impact all life on earth. More advanced students (4th grade and up) can explore mechanisms around how greenhouse
gases heat up the earth.
This is a lot to digest for young elementary students, so here are a few major points when connecting energy and
climate:
• All energy use has consequences.
• Current research informs us that the global climate is warming due human factors.
• As a society and individuals we can make choices that help reduce the climatic impact of electricity generation.
• Generating power with the wind is a choice we can make that reduces pollution and following climate impacts
from electricity production.
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Background
Wind is a renewable energy resource. When we use wind
to do work it can never be used up and it doesn’t produce
harmful waste. Windmills are structures engineered by
people to capture the energy in the wind, converting it into
usable mechanical power. Windmills have been used for
more than 1,000 years to grind grain and pump water. The
American windmill, which was mostly used on farms to
pump water, was commonplace and widespread in its peak
during the 1930’s. Artifacts of the American windmill can
still be seen in rural areas today.

Learning Goals
Students will use a limited amount of materials and the engineering design
process to build functioning windmill models. They will build models to
understand how wind can spin a windmill, and how rotational movement can
be used to convert wind power into mechanical energy in order to lift weights.
Using the scientific method, they will conduct trials, change variables, and
work to improve the performance of their windmills.

Getting Ready
• It is strongly suggested that teachers try to build their own Mini
Windmill before the class begins. This is a valuable preview to the
challenges and problems that students will face.
• Separate the materials to distribute to each group. Remember that
materials for this activity are intentionally limited, as this inspires
creative problem solving and discourages waste. Use common box fans
(20” by 20”) to encourage the students to build efficient designs. Using
the fan on a low speed is recommended.
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Activity
During the first half of the activity, students focus on understanding the fundamentals of a windmill
through hands on building and design. The second half of the activity is adjusting variables in design
in order to accomplish two goals: 1) getting the windmill to spin in the wind, and 2) to lift weight while
spinning in the wind.

Pre-activity material preparation
30 minutes
To do per student:
• Punch two holes in the lips of
the paper cup with a hole punch.
Punch holes directly across the
cup from each other.

Step 2: Demonstration of tilt angle in the
wind
3 minutes
While students are still in a circle, ask them to model
this scenario:

• Skewer

Have you ever played with the wind by sticking your
hand outside a car window as the car is moving? Let’s
pretend we’re doing that now. Stick your hand out
to the side of you, being careful to give each other
enough space to move. Imagine the wind is hitting
your hand fingers first, toward your wrist, because
the car is moving (box fans can be on to help with
demonstration).

• Straw

ACT THIS OUT WITH ME:

• Cut 2 feet of string
To sort per student:
• Paper plate
• Foam cylinder

• Double stick tape
• Foam sticker
• Paper cup with holes punched
• 2 feet of string
• Washer

Step 1: Beginning questions for students
2 minutes
Gather students to sit in a circle on the floor. Ask
them these prompting questions to get them to think
about the concept of wind doing work. Having a box
fan on nearby may help the students think about
windy conditions!
• What are windmills?
• Have you seen something spin in the wind
before?
• Imagine it’s windy outside. Is the wind doing
anything to you or the things around you?
• Can you feel the wind? What does it feel like?
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Ask students to them act out with you how an
airplane works. Demonstrate with arms out how very
similar to an airplane, when we tilt our hands up, we
go up. When we tilt down, we go down. This tilt angle
makes a big difference if we want the wind to push
something up or down.

Step 3: Introduce the Mini Windmill and
the main concepts
5 minutes

pointing up or down make a significant difference
to how much the Mini Windmill spins. Show them
with your hands the way the folded pieces are
tilting. This tilt angle is called pitch. While you have
their attention, bend the folded pieces more so one
direction, then place it in front of the fan and see
how many washers it can lift. During this time, you
can ask them what they think will happen and why.
Emphasize how important this tilt angle is, and how
much it affects how many washers the Mini Windmill
can lift.

Step 4: The Mini Windmill Challenge

Blades

40 minutes
Hub

Tell them that they will be making their own windmills
and testing to see how much weight they can lift
using washers.
The Mini Windmill Challenge has two problems that
students need to solve:
• The windmill must spin in the wind

Driveshaft

• The windmill must lift weight as it spins

Step 5: Building the Mini Windmill
Weightlifting
What is a windmill?
A windmill is a human made device that is designed
to spin in the wind in order to do useful work. Make
sure you have your Mini Windmill version ready. Show
your version as an example of the windmill they will
be making and how it should work. Demonstrate
with the box fan (or by spinning with your hand) how
the blades (paper plate) spin, causing the axle shaft
(skewer) to rotate, wrapping the string at the other
end, making the cup go up. Drop a washer in the cup
to show how the windmill is lifting weight. It’s doing
work! How much weight can this windmill lift? Try two
washers. Demonstrate more than once if necessary
until you feel they get the general understanding
of the mechanical workings of the Mini Windmill
example.
Emphasize the function of the blades and how they
tilt into the wind.
The plate blades are making the windmill spin. This
is the most important part, and the part they will be
doing most of their investigation and discovery. The
number of folded pieces and how much the folds are
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Ask students to return to their seats. Place the
materials and tools on their tables. Have one set of
materials and tools by you in order for you to build the
Mini Windmill with the students. Demonstrate and
talk through each of the instruction parts 1-9, building
the windmill as you go.
Part 1. Fold plate to get equal sections and locate
middle.
Pick up the paper plate. The plate curves inward on
one side, this is the top of the plate. On the top side,
fold the plate in half, then unfold (see illustration).
Next fold the halved plate in the opposite direction,
then unfold (see illustration). Make sure there are four
equal portions. We have also, through the process of
folding, located the middle of the plate. Put the plate
down for now.

Part 2. Place duct tape roll on back of plate.
Hold the plate you folded so that the curved top
side of the plate is pointing up. Place the duct tape
roll right in the middle of the plate. Rest the top of
the plate on the table, with the tape facing up (see
illustration).

axel shaft, the straw and the washer as the bearing,
and the plate as the blades. What we just made is
common mechanical part used in automobiles and
bikes. Test to see if it works. Hold onto the straw part
that’s on the skewer, and spin the plate. If the plate
spins freely, it works!

Part 3. Stick foam cylinder on duct tape roll.
Find the foam cylinder. Place a flat side of the foam
onto the sticker on the center of the plate, so that the
foam piece sticks really well on the plate. Place the
plate on the table, with the top part facing up, and
the foam piece touching the table (see illustration).
This foam cylinder is acting as our hub, the central
component connecting the blades to the axle shaft
(skewer).

Part 6. Attach string to skewer with foam sticker.
Get the string and the foam sticker. Peel off the wax
paper from the sticker and stick it to the end of the
string. Then place both the sticker and the string onto
the end of the skewer, folding the sticker over so it’s
on the skewer, securing the string to the skewer (see
Illustration).

Part 4. Skewer the plate and foam cylinder.
Locate the skewer. Use the pointy side of the skewer
to push trough the middle of the top part of the plate,
through the tape, and through the middle of the
foam piece, until the skewer touches the table (see
illustration). The skewer is the axel shaft in the Mini
Windmill.

Part 7. Tie cup to string.
On the other end of the string, tie the paper cup by
threading the string through the punched holes in the
cup. With a hand holding the drivetrain, and another
spinning the plate, the string should be wrapping
up on the skewer, causing the cup to lift up. It spins

Part 5. Slide the straw on the skewer.
Slide one washer onto the skewer, then slide the
straw onto the skewer (see illustration). We have
just constructed a drivetrain with the skewer as the
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and it lifts weight (see Illustration)! Now this needs
to happen in the wind in order to complete the
Challenge.
Part 8. Demonstrate that blades need to tilt into the
wind.
Using the example you just made, show the students
that although the windmill spins when it’s pushed,
it does not yet spin in the wind. Test the windmill in
front of the fan. The top of the plate should be facing
the fan with the fan on the medium setting. Ask the
students why they think it is not spinning. Prompt
with the hand out the window scenario. What do we
need? We need something that tilts into the wind.
Right now our plate is like a wall, and just gets pushed
back, and doesn’t spin. The blades need to be pitched
to catch the wind.
Part 9. Cut and fold the plate into windmill blades
with pitch angle.
Cut one of the folds on the plate till you reach the
foam piece. Don’t cut all the way to the middle. That
cut is to the right of one of the “pie pieces” on our
plate. Take that corner on that piece and fold it to the
left. Now, turn the piece on the right up and crease
it so it remains upright. Repeat for the remaining
three folds, cutting and creasing until the plate now
resembles a pinwheel (see illustration). Go around
the class and check in on progress, as this task can be
difficult for younger students to conceptualize. Your
example will help!

Step 6. Mini Windmill engineering design
process
Remind students of the Challenge goals:
• The windmill must spin in the wind
• The windmill must lift weight as it spins
Plan solutions
The blades are what make the windmill spin. Pitch
angle determines how much the blades spin in
the wind. The pitch angle is up to the students to
experiment with. Have students experiment with
other blade designs once they’ve accomplished the
initial design from Part 9. What happens when the
plate is more folded? Less folded?
Test
Each windmill needs to be “arms length” from the fan
for testing. Ask students to get in line in front of the
fans, taking turns doing the first test. After a first
test is completed, students go back to their seats, and
follow the next step in the process.

Reflect and redesign
Did the windmill accomplish the goals? If not, or if not
very well, then students need to figure out a solution
and make adjustments to the pitch angle.
Continue the testing cycle at least three times until
the main goals are accomplished.
A determining factor of how well a Mini Windmill is
designed is based on how many washers students are
able to lift. It can be fun to set a prize for the student
who lifts the most washers!
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Step 7. Activity close

Prompt Questions:

Give a couple minutes warning that testing time is
almost over. When the testing time is over, shut off
the fans, and have the students bring their windmill
to their table and sit down.

• Raise your hand if you got your windmill to spin in
the wind.

Ideally, students can take the Mini Windmill home
with them. They can easily package their windmills in
a gallon plastic bag or shopping bag to carry it home.

• Why do you think your windmill worked? What
made a difference? What did you do to your plate
folds to make it lift more?

• Raise your hand if you lifted one washer? Two?
Who lifted three or more?

Step 8. Evaluation discussion
5 minutes
As soon as all the students are ready to close up,
have them sit back in a circle and start the evaluation
discussion with some prompting quesitons.

Vocabulary
Here are some important vocabulary for students to understand as they work through the activities.
Axle shaft
The axle shaft in the Mini Windmill is the skewer. The
axle shaft is connected to the rotor, and has a bearing
that helps rotation.
Bearing
The bearing in the Mini Windmill is the straw. The
bearing allows the axel to spin with less friction.
Blades
In the activity, blades are the paper plate and folded
sections that can catch the wind. Blades are attached
to a hub.
Blade pitch
The tilt or angle of the blades with respect to the
plane of rotation.
Drag
For a windmill, this is also called wind resistance. The
friction of the blades against air molecules as they
rotate. Drag works against the rotation of the blades,
causing them to slow down.
Drivetrain
In the activity, the drivetrain is the skewer and straw
attached to the foam cylinder and plate. A drivetrain
in a windmill is attached to the hub and blades (rotor).
The drivetrain transfers the rotation of the rotor into
useable work, like lifting weight.

Force
A push or pull.
Friction
Friction is the “pull” of a force. Friction is a force that
resists the relative motion of two things in contact.
Hub
Central component connecting the blades to the axle
shaft.
Motion
The action or process of something moving or being
moved. Wind is air molecules in motion. Wind acts as
a force on the Mini Windmill blades, causing them to
move in rotation.
Plane of rotation
The area directly in line with the rotor. It is dangerous
to stand in this area because a blade that is not
securely fastened to the hub and detaches could hit
any person standing in this zone.
Rotor
The rotating section comprised of blades projecting
from a hub.
Windmill
A windmill is a human made device that is designed to
spin in the wind in order to do useful work.
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Did you like the Mini Windmill Kit? Then you might be
interested in these REcharge Labs classroom kits.
Sail Car Class Pack
Build a Sail Car using inexpensive materials to demonstrate how wind can be
used to propel an object. Gather measurements, record changes in variables, and
use simple engineering design concepts to build sails that can push the car as far
as possible.

firefly™ Class Pack
This activity explores basic wind turbine design. Understand how to make an
efficient wind turbine by designing a pinwheel shape to catch wind and illuminate
an LED bulb. Experiment with materials and get creative with design.

MacGyver Windmill Class Pack
Students will use a limited amount of materials to design and build functioning
windmill models. They will use these models to convert wind into mechanical
energy in order to lift weights. Using the scientific method, they will conduct
trials, change variables, and work to improve the performance of their windmills.

Solar Fountain Kit
Learn how to use the power of the sun to build a creative electrical fountain.
Discover how solar panels work, learn basic circuitry, and use this knowledge to
build a custom solar powered fountain.

Visit www.rechargelabs.org for more.
2010 East Hennepin Ave Building #2, Suite 101
Minneapolis, MN 55413
Phone: 877-917-0079 | Fax: 208-485-9419 | Email: info@rechargelabs.org
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